
Lesson 4
Student/teacher tasks Explanation
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Language

support

Students read instructions on the

worksheet and answers questions

according to the web page.

Strong formal structure that is normally
easy to see.
Grid table: column headings are fields and
Rows are records. Cells. Cell
address/reference

Work on BBC

school site

Teacher monitors

The aim of this activity is to learn by

them selves what a spreadsheet is. The

main aim of this lesson is working on

the computer and learning the most

important features of spreadsheets.

The written text is in English, but

students can talk in Catalan about the

tasks.

Teacher monitors each pair, solving

questions particularly and showing the

process on the projector step by step.

Reading.

They need

some

specific

vegetable

vocabulary,

teacher

provides

(cabbage,

…) cell,

Web,

worksheet,

realia

Work on their

own

spreadsheet

Again students read instructions, now they

have to work with the statistics they made

last time, and they can check the

outcomes because they made the same

chart earlier.

The great thing about spreadsheets is
information can easily be updated
It is easy to change the data and the
spreadsheet instantly recalculates the
totals for you.
You can carry out "what if?"
investigations.
Teacher will explain the same steps on the

projector to help students.

At the end of the lesson, one of each

group will “visit” another pair to check the

results.

They have to learn how the

spreadsheet works and why it is

important

In

pairs

L1

L2

How spreadsheets work



Make graphs on

the same

spreadsheet

Teacher explains the difference between

population and sample according to Lesson

1 about cars.

Students read carefully the 4 examples

and fill the chart with variable, population,

sample and good/bad sample chosen.

Reading Worksheet

Vocabulary

box

Discuss why the samples are not good

chosen and answer the questions to reach

the conclusions.

Discussing

answering

Questions

Population and

sample

As a summary there are a list of sentences

to match

L2

Writing

sentences

Sentence

broken

chart

Resources
Worksheet 4

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/ict/modelling/0spreadsheetsrev2.shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/dida/using_ict/spreadsheetsrev3.shtml

Additional: Playing at http://www.censusatschool.ntu.ac.uk/default.asp

Evaluation
• Respect class rules while  working at the computer (don’t go to another address, etc)

• Check the work on pairs walking around.



• Check the work on the spreadsheet.

• Finish the tasks.

• Check the chart about sample and population

• Check the matching sentences


